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Answer solutions offer a range of applications, aesthetics, technology supports and ownership adaptability to meet the challenges of today and tomorrow.
**ANSWER SYSTEM**

**PRICE RANGE:** LOW - MID

**DETAILS:**
- Thin trim offers a clean and consistent design language.
- Open base trim provides a lighter scale aesthetic.
- Personal caddy offers access to the contents of a user's work bag and mobile files.
- FrameOne leg and Universal storage with FrameOne feet allows consistency with a clean, refined design throughout the workplace.
- Soft edge worksurface eliminates pressure points on wrist and forearms.
- Power and data access door and tray integrate into the worksurface, allowing users easy access to power and data for mobile devices.
- Recessed frameless glass provides a crisp clean design aesthetic, and provides users access to natural day light.

**DURABILITY:**
Steelcase Limited Warranty

**ENVIRONMENTAL:**

---
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